Japan sector rankings
Current vs 4 weeks ago

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Current</th>
<th>4 weeks ago</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Materials</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConDis</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConSta</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telco</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utility</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tech</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Japan sector ranking last 26 weeks
Japan sector weights relative to benchmark: Last 26 weeks
Energy as % of benchmark
Last two years & current cross section

[Graph showing energy as a percentage of benchmark over time, with labels indicating underweight and improving positions.]
Industrials as % of benchmark
Last two years & current cross section
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Consumer discretionary as % of benchmark
Last two years & current cross section
Consumer staples as % of benchmark
Last two years & current cross section
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Health as % of benchmark
Last two years & current cross section
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Telecom as % of benchmark
Last two years & current cross section
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Utilities as % of benchmark
Last two years & current cross section
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Finance as % of benchmark
Last two years & current cross section
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Technology as % of benchmark
Last two years & current cross section
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Harlyn Japan Sector Grid vs Index: last 5 years
Better returns AND lower risk

5 year total return: Sector Grid vs JPINDEX

Total return 5, 3 & 1 year

Volatility 5, 3 & 1 year
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Harlyn Japan Sector Grid vs Index: last 5 years
Better risk efficiency and lower drawdown

Return on risk 5, 3 & 1 year
- JPINDEX
- Harlyn

Drawdown 5, 3 & 1 year
- JPINDEX
- Harlyn

Sortino ratio 5, 3 & 1 year
- JPINDEX
- Harlyn

Duration of draw 5, 3 & 1 year
- JPINDEX
- Harlyn
Japan sector model: Tracking the relative capital return + historic yield of the 10 industry groups

Simple sector vs sector PRATER models (see previous pages)

Create Probability Grid

- Energy Rel vs Finance Rel
- Tech Rel vs Materials Rel
- Health Rel vs Industry Rel
- Telco Rel vs Cons Staples Rel
- Cons Disc. Rel vs Utility Rel

Probability Chain is unworkable (1.8m permutations)

Calculate PRATER for Energy beating each of the other 9 sectors. Take the average.

Do the same for Finance & Tech Etc

Must Sum to 100% by definition

Multi-sector model

Comprises:

- Energy
- Materials Industry
- Cons. Disc.
- Cons. Staple
- Health
- Telecom
- Utility
- Finance
- & Tech
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Disclaimer

This presentation is made by Harlyn Research LLP (‘Harlyn’) (company number 06936644).

This presentation does not constitute any offer or invitation to buy or subscribe or sell any share or security or other investment or to engage in any investment activity; neither does it constitute any advice to do so.

The figures in this presentation are by way of illustration only. The illustrated returns are given gross of estimated transaction costs and before management or performance fees and are therefore not the returns that would have accrued to an investor had the investment strategy been in operation during the period(s) indicated. It is not possible to estimate what such costs would be. There can be no guarantee that a fund would have been able to transact or to enter into transactions at the prices adopted by the model. Performance measures such as annualised volatility, maximum draw down and the Sharpe ratio are calculated on the basis of weekly not daily observations and there can be no guarantee that these numbers will not vary significantly in the future. No account has been taken in this presentation of the impact of any regulatory restriction or suspension of dealings that may occur in any market from time to time.

Whilst reasonable case has been taken to ensure that the information contained in this presentation is not untrue or misleading at the time of publication, no representation or warranty, express or implied as to its completeness or its accuracy is made by Harlyn or any of its officers and no information contained in this presentation shall form the basis of any contract. The information in this presentation is subject to change at a moment’s notice. Neither Harlyn nor any of its officers makes any commitment to update the information in this presentation or to correct any statement or figure in it or to correct, update or amend any underlying assumption or to provide any further information.

Copyright and database rights protection exists in this presentation and it may not be reproduced, distributed or published by any person for any purpose without the prior express written consent of Harlyn. All rights are reserved.

This presentation is being made under article 28 and/or article 39 Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005

By accepting this presentation the recipient agrees to the restrictions set out above.
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CADWYN POINT PARTNERS LLC is distributing this document in the United States of America. Harlyn accepts responsibility for its contents. Any US customer wishing to purchase research or advice, should do so only by contacting a representative of CADWYN POINT PARTNERS LLC.

This message is intended for the addressee only, as it contains information that is privileged, private and confidential. If you are not the intended recipient of this message, you are notified that any distribution, use of copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify the sender immediately.

Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made Harlyn with respect to future performance. Income from investments may fluctuate. The price or value of the investments to which this research report relates, either directly or indirectly, may fall or rise against the interest of investors. Any recommendation or opinion contained in this research report may become outdated as a consequence of changes in the environment in which the issuer of the securities under analysis operates, in addition to changes in the estimates and forecasts, assumptions and valuation methodology used herein.

No part of the content of this research report may be copied, forwarded or duplicated in any form or by any means without the prior consent of Harlyn and Harlyn accepts no liability whatsoever for the actions of third parties in this respect.